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bstract

Cannabis is the most commonly used illicit drug in developed and in developing nations. Twin studies have highlighted the role of genetic
nfluences on early stages of cannabis use, such as a lifetime history of use, early-onset use and frequent use, however, we are not aware of any
enomic studies that have examined these phenotypes. Using data on 2314 families consisting of 5600 adult Australian offspring and their parents,
ll of whom were scanned using 1399 unique autosomal markers, we conducted autosomal linkage analyses for lifetime history of cannabis
nitiation, early-onset cannabis use and frequency of use, using a variance components approach in the linkage package MERLIN. Suggestive

vidence for linkage was found on chromosome 18 (LOD 2.14 for frequency of use, LOD 1.97 for initiation, at 90–97 cM) and also on chromosome
9 (LOD 1.92 for early-onset at 17 cM). These LOD scores did not meet genome-wide significance. Further replication of these linkage regions
n other samples will be required, although these initial results suggest further targeted efforts on chromosome 18 may yield interesting candidate
enes for early stages of cannabis-related behaviors.

2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Cannabis remains the most widely used illicit substance in
eveloped countries (Hall and Degenhardt, 2007). In the US, an
stimated 14.6 million individuals aged 12 and older reported
annabis use in the past month, constituting over 72% of all illicit
rug use across the US (SAMHSA, 2005). In Australia, 11.3 and
3.6% of individuals aged 14 and older report past 12 months
nd lifetime cannabis use, respectively (Australian Institute of
ealth and Welfare, 2005). Nearly 15% of European adults have
sed cannabis at least once in their lifetime (EMCDDA, 2006).
n the United States, the estimated prevalence of cannabis use
n the past 12 months ranges from 7 to 12% in those aged 12–25

ears (SAMHSA, 2005). Lifetime cannabis use is reported by
pproximately 20% of the US adult population (Compton et al.,
004).
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There is substantial evidence in favor of heritable factors
nfluencing the liability to cannabis use behaviors. Across adult
nd adolescent twin samples, 17–67% of the variance in lifetime
annabis use has been attributed to genetic influences (Agrawal
nd Lynskey, 2006; Kendler and Prescott, 1998; Lynskey et al.,
003, 2006; McGue et al., 2000; Rhee et al., 2003). Other mea-
ures of cannabis use behavior, such as duration of cannabis
se (heritability of 41–55%) (Lynskey et al., 2006), frequency
f use (heritability of 55%) and early-onset use (heritability of
6–53%) are also genetically influenced (Lynskey et al., 2003,
006).

Despite this evidence, linkage studies have rarely examined
he genome for regions in linkage disequilibrium with cannabis
se behaviors. Studies have isolated regions of the genome that
ossibly harbor genes associated with a vulnerability to poly-
ubstance use disorders (Stallings et al., 2003, 2005; Uhl et
l., 2001) and have also focused on linkage peaks for opiates

Gelernter et al., 2006) and cocaine (Gelernter et al., 2005), but
arely for cannabis. In fact, with the exception of two recent
tudies, first by Hopfer et al. (2006) which found evidence for
inkage for cannabis dependence symptoms on chromosome 3

mailto:arpana@matlock.wustl.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2008.05.009
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nd 9 in an adolescent sample, and a second by Agrawal et
l. (2008) reporting linkage to cannabis dependence symptoms
rom the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism on
hromosome 14, we are not aware of other published reports
f linkage signals for cannabis-related behaviors. Neither of the
rior publications on cannabis-related phenotypes utilized data
n early stages of cannabis-related behaviors, such as early-
nset or frequency of use. This is an important shortcoming
f the literature as numerous twin studies have demonstrated
hat early-onset cannabis use and frequent cannabis use are
oth associated with an increased likelihood of cannabis and
ther drug-related problems (Agrawal et al., 2008; Lessem et
l., 2006; Lynskey et al., 2003, 2006). Therefore, in the present
tudy, we performed genome-wide autosomal linkage analyses
or (a) lifetime cannabis use, (b) early-onset cannabis use and
c) frequency of cannabis use in a sample of 5600 Australian
dults.

. Methods

.1. Sample

The core of this community sample was drawn from the Australian Twin
egistry (ATR) volunteer twin panel, which was formed in 1978–1979 and
aintained by the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council.
ata on these twin pairs and their family members, who were subsequently

ecruited (over a span of 25 years) for multiple projects draw from five telephone
nterview surveys:

1) An older volunteer cohort of male and female Australian twins born between
1940 and 1964 and interviewed via telephone in 1992–1994 (Heath et al.,
2001; Heath and Martin, 1994). This sample consists of 2685 complete twin
pairs and 519 twins whose co-twin did not participate (age range 27–89
years at interview).

2) Spouses or de facto partners of these older twins interviewed using a tele-
phone diagnostic interview in 1996–1999 as part of a study on assortative
mating for alcohol dependence (Agrawal et al., 2006; Grant et al., 2007),
consisting of 3848 partners of twin participants (age range 19–90 years at
interview).

3) A younger volunteer cohort of twin pairs (Twin89) born between 1964 and
1971 (Heath et al., 1997, 2001), interviewed via telephone in 1996–2000.
The Twin89 sample (also called ‘Phase 2’ in Hansell et al., 2008) consists
of 2765 twin pairs and 735 twins without co-twin participation (age range
24–36 years at interview).

4) Australian families with at least one current or former heavy smoker (NAG:
defined as smoking at least a pack a day at peak lifetime use or 40 or more
cigarettes in any 24 h period) (Madden, 2005) identified from (1), (2) or (3).
See Saccone et al. (2007) for details—2540 individuals aged 21–82 years
at interview had interview data.

5) Families ascertained using (1), (2) and (3) for a number of alcohol-related
projects: (a) an unmatched case–control Candidate Gene Study; (b) a Big
Sibships study, which included families with five or more full siblings,
regardless of alcohol behaviors; (c) an Extreme Discordant and Concordant
Sibships (EDAC) Study. These included 8072 individuals with interview
data, aged 18–86 years at interview. Further details regarding data collection
flow is also available in Hansell et al. (2008). Additional details on the twin,
spouse, nicotine and alcohol samples are available in related publications
(see for details, e.g. Heath et al., 1997; Heath and Martin, 1994; Knopik et
al., 2004; Whitfield et al., 2004).
All data collection was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
he Washington University in St. Louis, USA and the Queensland Institute of

edical Research, Australia. The total dataset contains 13,200 individuals, how-
ver, genotypic data, which was collected only as a part of (4) and (5) was
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vailable on 2352 families (N = 5704 subjects, with 4032 twins, 527 parents,
77 full siblings and 2 half-siblings). The final dataset for our analyses only
ncluded 2314 families after excluding individuals with spurious or missing val-
es for cannabis-related phenotypes (due to non-response) or missing genotypic
ata.

.2. Genotypic data

A number of the studies outlined above included a microsatellite genome
can component, and thus genotypic data were available for the participants
hrough their involvement in one or more of these genome scans. The scans
ncluded: (a) Gemini Genomics, 222 markers; (b) Sequana Therapeutics, 437

arkers; (c) the Marshfield Clinic’s Mammalian Genotyping Service, 786 mark-
rs; (d) the University of Leiden, 430 markers; (e) the Australian Genome
esearch Facility, 394 markers; (f) the Finnish Genome Centre, 400 mark-
rs. Allowing for overlap between the various sets, there were in total 1461
nique markers, although no individual was genotyped for all of these. Note
hat additional markers in these datasets were available, but were excluded due
o suspicions of unreliability given earlier comparisons of allele calls between
he genome scans.

The genotypic data from all of these studies has been integrated to cre-
te combined set of all available data for all individuals containing a total of
461 unique markers after integration and cleaning (see Hansell et al., 2008 for
etails). Note that this is not a meta-analysis and that the samples are all drawn
rom the Australian Twin Registry.

Prior to integration, each genome scan was subjected to the following error
hecking process: (1) screening for Mendelian errors and exclusion of prob-
ematic markers; (2) confirmation of participants’ gender via X-chromosome

arkers; (3) checking of pedigree structures for each family using RELPAIR
Epstein et al., 2000) and GRR (Abecasis et al., 2001); (4) identification of
nlikely recombination events using MERLIN (Abecasis et al., 2002). After
dentifying and correcting pedigree errors, the process was repeated. Data from
ll scans were then combined and checked again for problems with Mendelian
nheritance and unlikely recombinants.

For the 5600 genotyped individuals analyzed here, there were a total of
399 unique autosomal markers available. The median number of markers per
ndividual was 392, but only 292 (5.2% of the genotyped sample) had less than
00 markers. Average marker heterozygosity was 75%.

.3. Measures

.3.1. Cannabis initiation. A dichotomous measure reflecting a lifetime history
f cannabis use. If the participant had been interviewed more than once, any
ingle report of a history of cannabis use was considered sufficient to code them
s ‘affected’.

.3.2. Early-onset use. In all interviews, participants who had used cannabis
t least once in their lifetime were asked the age at which they had first used
annabis. A dichotomous age-of-onset measure was coded to reflect age of ini-
iation prior to 18 years of age, with lifetime abstainers coded as unaffected
Lynskey et al., 2006). Note that if age of initiation was recorded more than
nce (for, e.g., a participant from Twin89 being re-interviewed in NAG), then,
o reduce recall bias, the value that represented the smallest difference between
ge at that interview and reported age of initiation was used to code the dichoto-
ous measure. For example, about 32% of participants with two interview

ime points, reported the same age of initiation at both time points, with 26
nd 42% of the participants reporting an older age-of-onset and a younger
ge-of-onset, respectively, at the second interview. Therefore, analyses were
e-done using the lowest reported age of initiation. However, as the distri-
ution for age-of-onset was not normally distributed, we did not utilize the
ontinuous age-of-onset measure for linkage analyses. Even after transforma-
ion, considerable skewness and kurtosis remained, and as variance components
ethods are sensitive to distributional assumptions, we did not use this mea-
ure.

.3.3. Frequency of cannabis use. An ordinal measure of cannabis use was
reated from the participant’s report of how often in their entire lifetime they had
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sed cannabis. Participants could respond with any number, but were also given
he option of responding “Too many times to count” which was assumed to be
reater than 950. These responses were then collapsed into a five category ordinal
cale, defined separately for males and females. For males these categories were
–2 times, 3–9, 10–49, 50–499, 500+; for females they were 1 time, 2–4 times,
–11, 12–99, 100+. The largest number reported by the participant across all
ssessments was used. Frequency was also coded in all participants, including
ifetime abstainers, who were coded as 0. Different thresholds were used to
ccommodate the variations in frequency of use reported by men and women.

.4. Linkage analysis

Variance components linkage analyses were conducted on all phenotypes in
ERLIN (Abecasis et al., 2002). The variance components approach allows for

he incorporation of covariates for both dichotomous and continuous measures,
nd our analyses included gender (not for frequency of use) and age at interview
or each measure (note that age at interview for the same individual could vary
cross phenotypes depending on the assessment that was used to extract the
henotypic value). The variance components approach allows for the inclusion
f both members of a pair of monozygotic twins, identified by a unique value
“Z”)—while data on only one randomly selected twin is utilized in the linkage
nalysis, inclusion of phenotypic data on both members allows for greater pre-
ision in estimation of heritability for the variance components linkage model.
e therefore allowed for data on both members of the MZ pair to be included
n the pedigree, although identifying them ensured that only one twin’s geno-
ype would be utilized. While this inclusion of MZ twins improves precision of
eritability estimates, it is susceptible to confounds with shared environmental
actors, which are uniformly shared by MZ twins (Kendler and Prescott, 1998;

cGue et al., 2000; Rhee et al., 2003).

o
i
f
H

ig. 1. Linkage peaks (LOD score of y-axis and DeCode centiMorgan position on x-ax
or 22 autosomal markers. The x-axis for each chromosome is scaled for chromosom
2), and triangles on the x-axis represent the position of the centromere. LOD = 3.0 is
ependence 98 (2008) 185–190 187

.5. Empirical p-value calculations

Using the gene-dropping algorithm in MERLIN, the 2314 pedigrees were
imulated 950 times using random seeds. The algorithm assigns random
enotypic values to founders while retaining observed segregation flow and
henotypic assignment. Running variance components linkage analyses on these
imulated datasets allows investigation of the frequency with which a LOD score
xceeding a given threshold is likely to be observed in a given linkage run purely
y chance alone. Formally, the empirical p-value for this threshold is calculated
s p̄ = r + 1/951, where r was the number of times a simulated LOD score
xceeded an observed LOD score value (North, Curtis, and Sham 2003).

. Results

.1. Sample characteristics

Of the 5600 individuals (from 2314 families), about 36% of
he women and 49% of the men reported lifetime cannabis use
Table 1). About 12 and 18% of the women and men had ini-
iated their cannabis use before 18 years of age. Nearly 7 and
0% of the women and men respectively had used cannabis 100
r more times. A nearly equal proportion had used it 1–2 times

nly. Analyses were conducted on 5122 non-founders (includ-
ng 4373 sibling pairs from multiple sibling pedigrees) and 478
ounders (parents with both genotypic and phenotypic data).
ence, average family size, not including parents was 2.4 but

is) for cannabis initiation (blue), early-onset (red) and frequency of use (green)
al length (i.e. x-axis is longest for chromosome 1 and shortest for chromosome

denoted in each plot.
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Table 1
Prevalence of cannabis use behaviors in the 5600 adult Australian participants

Phenotype Males Females

Cannabis initiation 49.2 35.7

Early-onset use
Never used 50.8 64.3
18+ 30.8 23.2
≤17 18.4 12.4

Frequency of use
Never used 50.8 64.3
1–2/1 time (s) 9.6 6.4
3–9/2–4 10.4 7.9
10–49/5–11 10.3 6.7
50–499/12–99 8.8 7.4
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500+/100+ 9.5 7.2

ata on 2314 families. Average family size (including parents) is 4.22 with up
o 12 members per family.

as 4.2 when including parents who may have been lacking
henotypic and/or genotypic data.

.2. Variance components linkage analyses

The results from the variance components linkage analyses
re graphically presented in Fig. 1. Elevations in then LOD score
ere noted on chromosome 1, 18 and 19. For cannabis initia-

ion as well as for frequency of use, elevations on chromosome
8 (LOD score of 1.97 and 2.14, respectively) were noted (see
able 2). The maximum LOD for early-onset was 1.92 on chro-
osome 19. A modest peak (LOD 1.48 at 100 cM) was also

oted for initiation on chromosome 1. These LOD scores did not
eet genome-wide significance at alpha = 0.05. The empirical

-value of observing a LOD of 2.0 was 0.65.

. Discussion

Applying a variance components linkage method to three
elated definitions of cannabis use, initiation, early-onset and
requency, we identified a region on chromosome 18 that possi-
ly confers biological vulnerability to early stages of cannabis
nvolvement. This region has not previously been identified in
elationship to symptoms of cannabis dependence, although a
egion approximately 40 cM upstream to our maximum LOD
core was identified by Gelernter et al. (2005) for linkage to mod-

rate cocaine and opioid abuse, a linkage peak predominantly
bserved in African-American participants.

A number of interesting candidate genes with possible influ-
nces on onset and frequency of cannabis use are encompassed

o
y
t
a

able 2
esults of multipoint linkage analyses for cannabis use behaviors in Australian adult

Heritability (%) Chromosome

annabis 51.6 1
nitiation 18
arly-onset 51.8 19
requency 56.4 18
ependence 98 (2008) 185–190

y our linkage peak on chromosome 18. These include a fam-
ly of 10 “serpins” or serine-peptidase inhibitor genes that
luster proximal to our linkage peak (SERPINB2, SERPINB3,
ERPINB4, SERPINB5, SERPINB7, SERPINB8, SERPINB10,
ERPINB11, SERPINB12, SERPINB13). Also in the region is
PS4B (vacuolar protein sorting 4), DOK6 (docking protein
) as well as two cadherin genes (CDH7, CDH19) which are
nvolved in cell adhesion. These families of genes (serpins, cad-
erins and vacuolar protein sorting genes) have been identified in
rior genome-wide association studies of nicotine dependence
nd of substance abuse vulnerability (Bierut et al., 2007; Liu
t al., 2006), although not the candidates on chromosome 18,
ith the exception of DOK6, which was identified by Liu et

l. (2006) in their genome-wide association study of substance
buse vulnerability.

Nusbaum et al. (2005) have characterized all 243 genes
esiding on chromosome 18. They noted that the serpin and cad-
erin families of genes are overrepresented on this chromosome,
espite the fact that this chromosome has limited protein-coding
enes and represents less than 3% of the coding content of the
enome. The genes in our linkage peak are involved in a vari-
ty of regulatory activities. The serpins are involved in cancers,
ndependently and via interactions with cadherins impacting

etastasis of carcinomas. The cadherins are involved in cell
dhesion which is vital to the development of neuronal con-
ectivity and memory processes. Additionally, VPS4B, is part
f the endosomal sorting complex and is involved in cellular
rafficking.

There are certain caveats to our current study: first, our LOD
cores did not satisfy empirical thresholds set for genome-
ide significance. Second, we did not have sufficient power

n our sample to exclude lifetime abstainers of cannabis use
hen conducting linkage analyses for early-onset or frequency
f use—hence, linkage findings for these phenotypes may, to
ome extent, reflect linkage to cannabis initiation. The correla-
ions between frequency of cannabis use and other externalizing
ehaviors, such as antisocial behavior, conduct disorder, and
xperimentation with other illicit drugs implies that some of our
inkage peaks may generalize to these aspects of the external-
zing spectrum as well. Third, we did not recover the LOD of
.92 on chromosome 19 for age-of-onset when conducting the
nalyses with the lowest reported age of initiation—therefore,
he potential that this finding is a false positive exists and
his result should be interpreted with some caution. On the

ther hand, using a regression-based approach to re-do anal-
ses with the frequency of use measure successfully identified
he LOD on chromosome 18 (LOD = 1.6 with regression-based
pproach). Fourth, our sample consists of Australian adults of

s

Position (cM) LOD score Observed p-value

99.7 1.48 0.005
90.4 1.97 0.0013
16.7 1.92 0.0015
96.8 2.14 0.0009
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redominantly Anglo-Celtic ancestry and our linkage finding
ay not be generalizable to other ethnic or racial groups. Fifth,

ll genotyped individuals did not have data on other aspects
f cannabis-related behaviors (including abuse and dependence
roblems). Sixth, the lower prevalence of cannabis use in women
f this combined sample may reflect cohort trends—some
emale participants were from the older Australian cohort where
revalence of cannabis use was only 19%. Finally, advances in
enotyping technology might enhance the definition of linkage
ndings in this sample.

The key implication of our study is the importance of includ-
ng cannabis use and quantitative measures of frequency in
uture linkage analyses. Although environmental factors are
ore critical during these early stages (accounting for nearly

0% of population variation in cannabis use), than in later stages,
major proportion of individual differences in cannabis use

ehaviors are also due to genetic predisposition, which may
eflect a general vulnerability to polydrug use as well as other
mpulse-disinhibited behaviors. For instance, our linkage peak
or cannabis initiation may encompass genetic influences on
everal stages of cannabis-related behavior as well as other corre-
ated behaviors, such as polydrug involvement, all of which share
enetic underpinnings (Kendler et al., 2003a,b). Our frequency
easure may be associated with developing a vulnerability

o problems with cannabis and LOD scores associated with
his phenotype may reflect genetic influences on both early
tages (as seen on chromosome 18) as well as later stages
f cannabis involvement. We cannot, with these analyses, be
ertain however, that the LODs observed with the frequency
f use measure are more specific to a later stage of cannabis
nvolvement—this is particularly challenging also as a prepon-
erance of twin models suggest considerable overlap between
enetic factors on cannabis use and abuse/dependence (Agrawal
t al., 2005; Young et al., 2006). Finally, early-onset cannabis
se may also reflect genetic risk for polysubstance use, a propen-
ity for other impulse-disinhibited behaviors as well as risk for
buse/dependence—multiple twin analyses have demonstrated
robust association between early age of initiation of cannabis
se and subsequent problems with other illicit drugs and related
ehavioral problems (Lynskey et al., 2003,2006; Agrawal et al.,
004; Lessem et al., 2006). Thus, while our LOD scores are
odest, they will be useful in weighting findings from other

ndependent linkage studies, both of cannabis-related behaviors
s well as correlated phenotypes of substance use and misuse and
f conduct problems. Therefore, replication of our linkage find-
ngs, in conjunction with gene association studies will greatly
mprove our current understanding of genetic risk on multi-
le stages of cannabis use behaviors—a phenotype currently
nderutilized in genomic research.
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